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This report describes the procedure used to create deliverable D2.2 and presents a summary of its 
contents, the listing of European companies to support the implementation of the WaterInnEU 
Marketplace. Since the Marketplace aims to specifically provide solutions that help implementing 
various European directives, not only commercial companies are listed, but also research 
institutes, trade associations, and public institutions. Therefore, this report uses the term 
companies to refer to the whole of these public and private entities. 
 
The list of companies is meant as a starting point for the WaterInnEU Marketplace and will serve 
as input for selecting companies that will be integrated in the prototype of the Marketplace. By 
including a large number of companies, we hope to lay the foundation for a viable Marketplace 
from the beginning, which will raise public awareness and will allow the company database to grow 
further in the future. Those companies that offer interesting solutions but are not yet listed in our 
current inventory, may be considered at a later point in time. 
 
The listed companies are either identified from the earlier identified European projects (see 
Deliverable 2.1), or by the different WaterInnEU partners in their home markets. Section 2 
describes the procedures followed for including and categorizing the companies in our inventory. 
 
Section 3 lists the identified companies. For a complete overview, Annex 1 presents all identified 
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2. Inventory procedure and categorization 
This section describes the selected procedure to find companies of interest for the WaterInnEU 





Two separate procedures were used to identify the companies listed in Section 3 of this report: 
1. The database of identified European projects has been searched to identify their supporting 
consortia; 
2. Each partner of the WaterInnEU consortium has identified companies within their home 
market. 
 
The first procedure already resulted in a long list of companies. However, the majority of these 
companies appeared to be research institutes involved in the projects. The list of companies 
therefore seemed incomplete, as SMEs and larger-scale enterprises that offer very interesting 
solutions were still missing. 
 
For this reason, the second procedure was initiated. The partners within the WaterInnEU 
consortium already knew numerous companies of interest within their own geographical region. 
This way, the final list of companies is now a good mix of commercial companies, research 
institutes, associations, and governmental bodies, that all share the fact that they have in-house 
knowledge and solutions that are ready for the market. 
 
2.1.2. Inclusion criteria 
Numerous companies were identified following the described procedure, but not all of them were of 
interest for our database. We therefore set up some criteria to determine whether companies 
should be included in or excluded from the database. 
 
The most important criterion is that the company delivers offerings of interest for our end users. For 
example, wastewater and drinking water companies offer services to civilians and industry, but are 
mainly users of the products and services in the WaterInnEU database (e.g., offerings with respect 
to efficiency and ICT tools). These companies are therefore generally left out of the database, 
unless they have a large research and development group, offering solutions for better water 
treatment. 
 
There are several other criteria to not include companies in the database: 
 companies that were found to be discontinued; 
 companies with no on-line presence. 
 
Finally, universities are generally left out of the database, because: 
1. their core business is not to deliver marketable solutions; 




The company-related information in the database is kept limited. Reason for this is that most 
relevant information can be generally found on the company website. In order to link the end-users 
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of the database to the companies of their interest, the database does list some basic information of 
each company using keywords, besides the information about the company type and the country 
where it is based. 
 
The following list presents and defines the categorization for the companies: 
 Code: identifier for the company in the WaterInnEU database (this code is used for the link 
between the company and the projects they are involved in). 
 Class: one or more of the following identified classes for a rough categorization of the type 
of company: 
1) SME (Small and Medium-sized Enterprises): businesses with up to 250 
employees1; 
2) Large enterprise (often, but not necessarily, a multinational); 
3) Consulting firm; 
4) Trade association: organization founded and funded by companies in the water 
sector, facilitating cooperation and outreach (often but not solely non-profit 
organizations). Potential to act as ‘multipliers’ giving access to their membership 
of SMEs; 
5) Research institute: institute conducting research and maintaining specialist 
knowledge (often but not solely public and non-profit organizations); 
6) Remaining: companies and organizations that do not fall inside any of the above 
classes (e.g., state-owned companies, NGOs, etc.). 
Please note that these classes do not necessarily exclude each other. Some companies 
are in multiple classes. 
 Name: name of the company. 
 Country: country of the company or, in case of a multinational, its headquarters. 
 Website: website of the company (assumed sufficient for the provision of contact details). 




                                            
1
 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/facts-figures-analysis/sme-definition/index_en.htm  
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3. Selected companies 




3D-Environmental Change (3D-EC) NL http://www.3d-ec.com/ 
52°North - Initiative for Geospatial Open 
Source Software GmbH 
DE http://52north.org/ 
ACTeon SARL FR http://www.acteon-environment.eu/en/ 
ADAS UK Ltd GB http://www.adas.uk/ 
Adasa ES http://www.adasasistemas.com/eng/home.php 
Addition Projectos e Servicos de 
Informatica LDA 
PT http://addition.pt/np4/home 
Adelphi DE http://www.adelphi.de/en/start/aktuell/43496.php 
Advantic Sistemas y Servicios (ADV) ES http://www.advanticsys.com/ 
AEOLIKI Ltd CY http://www.aeoliki.com/ 
AERIS ES http://www.aeristec.com/4/ 
Aganova Grupo ES http://www.aganova.es/agua 
Alcontrol Group GB http://alcontrol.com/ 
Ambientis ES http://www.ambientis.eu/ 
Amphos21 ES http://www.amphos21.com/vistas/ 
Anbessa Environmental Consulting (AEC) IT http://anbessaconsulting.com/ 
Ankersmid M&C BE 
http://www.ankersmid-
mc.be/default.aspx?language=english 
Aplinkos Apsaugos Politikos Centras (AAPC) LT http://aapc.lt/index.php/2015-03-27-08-22-36 
AQUAECA IZUMRUD SL.  ES http://aquaeca.com/ 
Aqualogus - Engenharia e Ambiente, Lda PT www.aqualogus.pt/presentation.php?lang=en 
AQUAPARTNER Ltd. BG 
http://www.aquapartner.com/index.php?lang=en&pag
eID=1&parentID=0 
Aquateam COWI AS NO http://www.aquateam.no/index.php/en/ 
Aquatest SA CZ http://www.aquatest.cz/ 
arx iT SA CH http://www.arxit.com/en/ 
Atlantis Symvouleytiki Kyprou ltd. research 
group 
CY http://www.atlantisresearch.gr/?l=3 
Atyges ES http://www.atyges.es/drones 
BAMO Mesures SAS FR http://www.bamo.eu/international/index.htm 
BARTHAUER SOFTWARE GMBH DE http://www.barthauer.de/index.php?id=1&L=1 
Bavarian Research Alliance (BayFOR) DE http://www.bayfor.org/index_en.php 
Bioazul ES http://www.bioazul.com/en 
BioTector Analytical Systems Ltd. IE http://www.biotector.com/ 
Breivoll Inspection Technologies AS (BIT) NO http://www.breivoll.no/ 
Brockmann Consult (BC) DE http://www.brockmann-consult.de/ 
Bruine de Bruin B.V. NL http://www.bruinedebruin.nl/index.php/NL/ 
CAMBI GROUP AS NO http://www.cambi.com/ 
Cascade Consulting GB http://cascadeconsulting.co.uk/ 
CEBEDEAU BE http://www.cebedeau.be 
CELABOR SCRL BE http://www.celabor.be/site/index.php?id_surf=&surf_l
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Centre for Environment, Fisheries and 
Aquaculture Science (Cefas) 
GB https://www.cefas.co.uk/ 
Centro Tecnológico de Gestão Ambiental 
(CTGA) 
PT http://www.ctga.pt/en/index.php?section=home&lg=pt 
Cetaqua - Centro Tecnológico del Agua ES http://www.cetaqua.com/en/cetaqua 
CHEMiTEC GR http://www.chemitec.gr/index_en.html 
ChiralVision NL http://chiralvision.com/ 
chromgruen Planungs- und Beratungs- 




cismet GmbH DE http://www.cismet.de/en/index.html 
CLU SRL IT http://www.cluweb.com/index.php/en/ 
Coastal Ocean Observing and Forecasting 
System (SOCIB) 
ES http://www.socib.es/ 
Compagnia Valdostana delle Acque IT http://www.cvaspa.it/_welcome_/ 
CSI - Piemonte - Consorzio per il Sistema 
Informativo  
IT http://www.csipiemonte.it/web/en/ 
Ctrl4 Enviro ES http://www.ctrl4enviro.com/en/#/home 
Deep Blue Consultants SPRL BE http://deepblue-belgium.be/ 
DIE GEWÄSSER-EXPERTEN! DE http://www.gewaesser-experten.de/ 
Dipl.-Ing. Günter Humer GmbH. DE http://www.ib-humer.at/ 
Disdrometrics NL http://www.disdro.com/ 
Disy Informationssysteme GmbH DE http://www.disy.net/en/welcome.html 
dotOcean nautical innovations BE http://www.dotocean.eu/en/home 
DV SRL IT http://www.dvoptic.com/ 
DWS Hydro-Ökologie GmbH AT http://www.dws-hydro-oekologie.at/ 
Dynamic Extractions Ltd GB http://www.dynamicextractions.com/ 
E.R.S. Steuerungstechnik GmbH & Co. KG DE http://www.ersgmbh.de/ 
Eco Process Assistance (EPAS) BE http://www.epas.be/en/ 
Ecologic DE http://www.ecologic.eu/ 
ECT Oekotoxikologie GmbH DE http://ect.de/ 
e-GEOS IT http://www.e-geos.it/ 
EMVIS Consultant Engineers GR http://www.emvis.gr/index.php 
Endotell AG CH http://www.endotell.ch/ 
ENERIS Environment Energy Consultants 
S.L. 
ES http://www.enerisconsultants.com/info/Intro.html 
entera Umweltplanung & IT DE http://www.entera.de/ 
Enveco Miljöekonomi AB SE http://www.enveco.se/ 
Environmental Institute, s.r.o. SK http://www.ei.sk/ 
Environmental Software & Services GmbH 
(ESS) 
AT http://www.ess.co.at/ 
Envision Mapping Ltd. GB http://www.envision.uk.com/ 
EOMAP GmbH&Co.KG DE http://www.eomap.com/ 
EPTES CH http://www.eptes.com/en/index.php 
et - environment and technology DE http://www.et-ertel.eu/ 
ETA-Florence Renewable Energies IT 
http://web2.etaflorence.it/cms/index.php?page=home
&hl=en_US 
Europe for Business Ltd. (EFB) GB http://www.e4business.eu/#gkHeader 
eWON BE http://www.ewon.biz/ 
Faust & Backhaus Environmental DE http://www.fb-envico.com/ 
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FlowConcept DE http://www.flow-concept.de/ 
Gavin & Doherty Geotechnical Solutions 
(GDG) 
IE http://www.gdgeo.com/ 
GECOsistema srl IT 
http://www.gecosistema.eu/geco_home-
en/view?set_language=en 
Geltz Umwelttechnologie GmbH DE http://www.geltz.com/ 
GEO Group inc. CZ http://www.geo-praha.cz/index_uk.html 
Geomations S.A. GR http://www.geomations.com/EN/Home.htm 
Geonardo Ltd. HU http://www.geonardo.com/ 
German Water Centre (DVGW-TZW) DE http://www.tzw.de/en/ 
GIS and RS Consulting Center GeoGraphic GE http://www.geographic.ge/?lang=en 
GIS-GEOINDUSTRY, s.r.o. CZ http://www.geoindustry.cz/index.php?lng=en 
Grupo Nova Cartographia (GNC) ES http://www.novacartographia.com/ 
hammerbacher BERATUNG & PROJEKTE DE 
http://www.hammerbacher.de/index.php?&path=who-
we-are&lang=de 
HEFER IL http://www.hefer.co.il/ 
Het Waterlaboratorium NL http://www.hetwaterlaboratorium.nl/ 
H-EURAqua Water-Environmental 




HIDROLEM ES http://hidrolem.es/ 
Hidromod PT http://www.hidromod.pt/en/ 
HKV Consultants NL http://www.hkv.nl/en/ 
Hubel Group PT http://www.hubel.pt/gca/?id=24 
Hunziker Betatech AG CH http://www.hunziker-betatech.ch/de/index.php 
hydro & meteo GmbH&Co.KG DE http://www.hydrometeo.de/en/ 
Hydrodata IT http://www.hydrodata.it/ 
Hydro-Engineering Institute Sarajevo BA http://www.heis.com.ba/?&jezik=eng 
Hydrogeotechnika Sp. z o.o. PL http://www.hydrogeotechnika.pl/ 
HydroLogic NL http://www.hydrologic.com/ 
HydroMeteorological Innovative Solutions 
(Hyds) 
ES http://www.hyds.es/ 
HYDROMOD GbR DE http://www.hydromod.de/ 
Hydrotec Ingenieurgesellschaft für Wasser 
und Umwelt mbH 
DE http://www2.hydrotec.de/vertrieb/index_html 
Hyds ES http://www.hyds.es/hyds.aspx 
IDRAN Ingegneria e Tecnologia srl IT http://www.idran.net/en 
IGEM Consultancy Organization & 
Research Ltd Co. 
TR http://www.igemportal.org/?Dil=1&SID=324 
IH Cantabria ES http://www.ihcantabria.com/en/fundacionih 
INCLAM Group ES http://www.inclam.com/en/ 
Infraestructura y Ecología (INFRAECO) ES http://www.infraeco.es/index.html 
Infram NL http://www.infram.nl/en/ 
Ingenieurgesellschaft Prof. Dr. Sieker mbH DE http://www.sieker.de/english/ 
INHISET ES http://www.inhiset.com/ 
Innovacio  i Recerca Inductrial i Sostenible 
SL (IRIS) 
ES http://iris.cat/ 
Innovation & Development Consulting 
SPRL (IDC) 
BE http://www.idconsulting.be/ 
Innovative Messtechnik Dr. Weiss (IMW) DE http://www.im-weiss.de/ 
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iNovaGIS DE http://www.inovagis.com/Homepage_Englisch/ 
Inrigo Water AS NO http://inrigowater.com/ 
INSIEL Informatica per il Sistema degli Enti 
Locali S.p.a.  
IT http://www.insiel.it/cms/ 
Institute for Product Development (IPU) DK http://en.ipu.dk/ 
Integrated Resources Management Co Ltd MT http://www.environmentalmalta.com/ 
Inter-Euro Technology Ltd (IET) IE http://www.iet.ie/ 
INTERGEO Environmental Technology ltd GR http://www.intergeo.gr/page.asp?pid=7&gr=0 
ISOTECH Ltd Environmental Research and 
Consultancy 
CY http://www.isotech.com.cy/ 
IWW Water Centre DE http://iww-online.de/en/ 
JBA Consulting GB http://www.jbaconsulting.com/ 
JBA Consulting (JBA Group) GB http://www.jbaconsulting.com/ 
JT-elektronik DE http://www.jt-elektronik.de/en/home 
Kalite Sistem Group TR http://www.kalitesistem.com/eng/ 
KISTERS AG DE http://www.kisters.eu/water.html 
Koch Membrane Systems DE http://www.kochmembrane.com/ 
LabFerrer ES http://www.lab-ferrer.com/ 
Land Use Consultants (LUC) GB http://www.landuse.co.uk/ 
Laqua Treatment AB SE http://www.laqua.se/index_en.php 
Leif Kølner Ingeniørfirma A/S NO http://www.lki.no/velkommen-til-oss/ 
LFE GmbH & Co. KG DE http://www.lfe.de/en/ 
LGC ltd. GB http://www.lgcstandards.com/ 
Louis Bolk Institute NL http://www.louisbolk.org/ 
MAC ltd. IE http://www.mac.ie/ 
Macraut ES http://www.macraut.es/ 
MADEP S.A.  CH http://www.madep-sa.com/ 
MariLim -Aquatic Research- GmbH DE http://www.marilim.de/en 
Maris Projects B.V. NL http://www.maris-projects.nl/en/ 
Maxx Mess- und Probenahmetechnik 
GmbH 
DE http://www.maxx-gmbh.com/english/index.htm 
McBurney Scientific Ltd. GB http://www.soil-moisture.co.uk/ 
Mermayde NL http://www.mermayde.nl/ 
METCON GbR Umweltmeteorologische 
Beratung 
DE http://www.englisch.metcon-umb.de/ 
Mobile Water Management NL http://mobilewatermanagement.com/ 
MSIGrupo ES http://msigrupo.com/en/ 
MTT Multantiv FI http://www.multantiv.fi/ 
NADU Naturdünger DE http://www.nadu-naturduenger.de/startseite/ 
Naldeo Environment & Consulting FR http://www.naldeo.com/homepage-101 
Natural Biotec SL ES http://www.naturalbiotec.com/ 
Nelen & Schuurmans NL https://www.nelen-schuurmans.nl/index.en.html 
Netherlands Geomatics & Earth 
Observation B.V. (NEO) 
NL http://www.neo.nl/ 
NIVUS GmbH DE https://www.nivus.com/en/ 
Novadrone S.L. ES http://www.novadrone.com/index.html 
NUMECA International BE http://www.numeca.com/en 
OPTOMESURES FR http://www.optomesures.fr/ 
ORDECSYS SARL CH http://www.ordecsys.com/en 
Orion GB http://www.orioninnovations.co.uk/ 
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OTT Hydromet GmbH DE http://www.ott.com/en-us/ 
Pera Consulting (UK) Ltd. GB http://www.peraconsulting.com/ 
Phyto-IT BE http://www.phyto-it.com/index.shtml 
Polymem S.A. FR http://www.polymem.fr/en/ 





Prospex BVBA BE http://www.prospex.com/ 
PURAL ES http://pural.es/eng/ 
Quadriga Ingenieurbüro für 
interdisziplinäre Kommunikation GmbH 
DE http://quadriga-eu.de/front_content.php 
Quality Consult (QC) IT http://www.aqc.it/en/ 
R.T. Environment (RTE) IT http://www.watec.it/?id_lang=1 
RandBee IT http://www.randbee.com/ 
Rehm Consulting GmbH DE 
http://www.rehm.de/Kontakt/International/en/Default.
aspx 
Revolve BE http://revolve.media/about/ 
ribeka GmbH DE http://www.ribeka.com/index.php/en/ 
Rikola Ltd. FI http://www.rikola.fi/site/ 
RITEC Riegos y Tecnología S.L. ES http://www.ritec.es/proyectosdeinvestigacion.php 
Roughan & O’Donovan Innovative 
Solutions (ROD-IS) 
IE http://www.rod.ie/ 





s::can Messtechnik GmbH AT http://www.s-can.at/ 





SCIENION AG DE http://www.scienion.com/ 
SEBA Hydrometrie DE 
http://www.seba-
hydrometrie.com/index.php?id=132&L=1 
Secomam FR http://www.secomam.fr/joomla/index.php/en/ 
SEGNO Industrie Automation GmbH DE http://www.segno1.de/home/ 
Sensorscope SARL CH http://www.sensorscope.ch/ 
Servimed Almazán, S.L.  ES http://cofert-ecoinnovation.com/servimed-almazan/ 
Set Mobile RO http://setmobile.ro/index_en.php 
Seyaş TR http://www.seyas.com.tr/en/ 
Simte Medioambiente S.L. (Simtemed) ES http://simtemed.sistecco.net/index_en.php 
SinapTec FR http://www.sinaptec.fr/EN/ 
Slandi Sp. z o.o. PL http://www.slandi.pl/ 
Sofia Consulting Group (SCG) BG http://www.scg-bg.biz/en/home 
SUEZ Environnement FR http://www.suez-environnement.com/ 
Synchem UG & Co. KG DE http://www.synchem.de/ 
T.E. Laboratories Ltd. IE http://www.tellab.ie/companyinformation.php 
TECNOAMBIENTE, S.L. ES http://www.tecnoambiente.com/web/en/home.html 
TELINT RTD Consultancy Services LTD GB http://www.telint.eu/ 
TUTTAHS & MEYER Ingenieurgesellschaft 
mbH 
DE http://www.tuttahs-meyer.de/tum_de/unternehmen/ 
UFT Umwelt- und Fluid-Technik DE http://www.uft-brombach.de/index.php?id=1&L=1 
Ultra4 (U4) GR http://www.ultra4.eu/ 
umweltbüro essen DE http://www.umweltbuero-essen.de/ 
UPL ltd. GB http://www.up-ltd.co.uk/ 
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vermicon AG DE http://www.vermicon.com/en/en/index.html 
VTEC Engineering NL http://www.vtec-engineering.nl/ 
WatchFrog FR http://www.watchfrog.fr/?q=en 
Water insight BV (WI) NL http://www.waterinsight.nl/ 
WaterFrame DK http://www.waterframe.dk/# 
WETLANDS INCUBATOR S.P.R.L BE http://www.wetlands.be/index-en.php 
WIEDEMANN enviro tec GmbH & Co. KG DE http://www.wiedemann-enviro-tec.de/ 
Williams Industrial Services Ltd. GB http://www.wis-ni.com/site/page/home 
WIP - Renewable Energies DE http://www.wip-munich.de/ 
WRc plc GB http://www.wrcplc.co.uk/ 
Xop Física ES http://www.xopfisica.es/xop/valencia/ 
YLec Consultants FR http://www.ylec-consultants.com/en/home 
 
3.2. Large enterprise 
 
Acea Ato 5 S.p.A. IT http://www.aceaato5.it/Home.aspx 
ACQUE S.p.A. IT http://www.acque.net/ 
Administração e Gestão de Sistemas de 
Salubridade, S.A. (AGS) 
PT http://www.ags.pt/ags-en 
ÅF Group SE http://www.afconsult.com/en/ 
Antea Group NL http://www.anteagroup.com/en 
Aquafin BE http://www.aquafin.be/nl/indexb.php?s=116&n=90 
Aqualogy ES http://www.aqualogy.net/en/aqualogy 
ARCADIS NL http://www.arcadis.com/index.aspx 
Artelia Group FR http://www.arteliagroup.com/en/home 
AS Tallinna Vesi EE http://www.tallinnavesi.ee/en 
ASPEM SpA IT http://www.aspem.it/asp/cms/aspem/ 




Capita Property and Infrastructure  GB http://www.capitaproperty.co.uk/ 
CH2M HILL US http://www.ch2m.com/ 
COMSA EMTE ES 
http://www.comsaemte.com/wps/portal/ComsaEmteW
P 
D'Appolonia S.p.A. IT http://www.dappolonia.it/en 
Depuración Aguas del Mediterraneo (DAM) ES http://www.dam-aguas.es/en/ 
DHI DK http://www.dhigroup.com/ 
Dow Benelux B.V. NL http://www.dow.com/benelux/en/index.htm 
EDISON D.G. S.p.A. IT http://www.edisondg.it/index.html 
EGEA IT http://www.egea.it/ 
Enel Produzione SpA IT https://www.enel.com/en-GB/ 
Facsa ES http://www.facsa.com/idi/proyectos 
Gelsenwasser AG DE 
https://www.gelsenwasser.de/das_unternehmen.html?
&L=1 
GICON Holding GmbH DE http://www.gicon.de/en/home.html 
Grundfos South East Europe Kft. HU http://hu.grundfos.com/ 
Grupo Aguas de Valencia ES http://www.aguasdevalencia.es/Group/Home/ 
Grupo Azvi ES http://www.azvi.es/english/index.php 
GRUPO TECOPY ES http://www.grupotecopy.es/en/ 
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Heckmann Group DE http://www.heckmann-mt.de/ 
HIDRALIA ES http://www.hidralia-sa.es/en/about-us 
IBM Corporation  US http://www.ibm.com/planetwide/select/selector.html 
Instituto de Soldadura e Qualidade (ISQ) PT http://www.isq.pt/EN/homepage.aspx 
Intel Corporation US 
http://www.intel.co.uk/content/www/uk/en/homepag
e.html 
Intergraph Corporation US http://www.intergraph.com/ 
JacksonHyder GB http://www.jacksonhyder.co.uk/ 
Jacobs US http://www.jacobs.com/ 
LOTTI INGEGNERIA S.P.A. IT http://www.lottiassociati.com/ 
Mott MacDonald GB https://www.mottmac.com/water 
ONF International (ONFI) FR http://www.onfinternational.org/en/ 
PWiK Gliwice PL http://www.pwik.gliwice.pl/ 
RheinEnergie AG DE 
http://www.rheinenergie.com/de/unternehmensportal
/ueber_uns/international.php 
Royal HaskoningDHV NL http://www.royalhaskoningdhv.com/ 
RPS Group Plc GB http://www.rpsgroup.com/ 
Rubicon Water AU http://www.rubiconwater.com/ 
SAG Group DE http://www.sag.de/de-en/company/profile.php 
Saipem S.p.A. IT 
http://www.saipem.com/sites/SAIPEM_en_IT/home/sai
pem-homepage.page 
SALINI IMPREGILO S.p.A. IT http://www.salini-impregilo.com/en/ 
SAP US http://go.sap.com/index.html 
Sofiyska Voda AD  BG http://www.sofiyskavoda.bg/en/default.aspx 
Sweco Group SE http://www.swecogroup.com/en/Sweco-group/ 
Thames Water Utilities Ltd GB http://www.thameswater.co.uk/ 
UAB “Vilniaus vandenys”  LT http://www.vv.lt/en/about/ 
Veolia Environnement S.A. FR http://www.veolia.com/fr 
Witteveen+Bos NL http://www.witteveenbos.com/ 
WYG Group plc GB http://www.wyg.com/ 
 
3.3. Trade association 
 
Agenzia Regionale per la Prevenzione e 
Protezione Ambientale del Veneto (ARPA 
Veneto) 
IT http://www.arpa.veneto.it/ 
Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione 
Ambientale del Piemonte (Arpa Piemonte) 
IT https://www.arpa.piemonte.it/english-version 
Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione 
dell'Ambiente della Valle d'Aosta (ARPA 
Valle d'Aosta) 
IT http://www.arpa.vda.it/ 
Aqua Europa BE http://aqua-europa.eu/the-association/ 
Asociación industrias del agua (iAgua) ES http://www.iagua.es/inicio 
Association of the Mediterranean 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
(ASCAME) 
ES http://www.ascame.org/en/about-us/ascame 
Association of Wastewater Treatment 
Experts of the Slovak Republic (AČE SR) 
SK http://acesr.sk/ 
Association of Water Supply Companies 
(AVSSR) 
SK http://www.avssr.sk/index.php?lang=en 
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British Water GB http://www.britishwater.co.uk/ 
Bulgarian Water Association (BWA) BG http://www.bwa-bg.com/site.php?Language=2 
CL:AIRE GB http://www.claire.co.uk/ 
Coastal & Marine Union (EUCC) NL http://www.eucc.nl/en/index.htm 
Czech Water Alliance CZ http://czech-water.czechtrade.cz/en/ 
Czech Water Association (AČE ČR) CZ http://www.czwa.cz/eng.php 
DECHEMA Gesellschaft für Chemische 
Technik und Biotechnologie e.V. 
DE http://www.dechema.de/en/ 
Erftverband DE http://www.erftverband.de/ 
European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 
GB http://www.ecmwf.int/ 
European Severe Storms Laboratory e.V. DE http://www.essl.org/ 
FENACORE ES http://www.fenacore.org/ 
Fondazione AMGA IT http://www.fondazioneamga.it/eng/ 
Foundation for Applied Water Research 
(STOWA) 
NL http://stowa.nl/english/ 
Freshwater Biological Association (FBA) GB http://www.fba.org.uk/ 
German Association for Water, Waste 
Water and Waste (DWA) 
DE http://en.dwa.de/ 
German Association of Energy and Water 
Industries (BDEW) 
DE https://www.bdew.de/internet.nsf/id/EN_Home 
German water partnership (GWP) DE 
http://www.germanwaterpartnership.de/index.php?id=
4&L=2 
Geyser FR http://www.geyser.asso.fr/ 
GISIG IT http://www.gisig.eu/ 
Global Climate Forum (GCF) DE http://www.globalclimateforum.org/ 
Global Environment Facility (GEF) US https://www.thegef.org/gef/ 
Global Footprint Network (GFN) US http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/ 
Global Water Partnership (GWP) SE http://www.gwp.org/ 
Hungarian Wastewater Association 
(MaSzeSz) 
HU http://www.maszesz.hu/ 
Institut Méditérannéen de l’Eau (IME) FR http://www.ime-eau.org/home-3/ 
International Centre for Advanced 
Mediterranean Agronomic Studies 
(CIHEAM) 
FR http://ciheam.org/ 
International Commission for the 
Protection of the Danube River (ICPDR) 
AT https://www.icpdr.org/main/ 
International Office for Water (OIEau) FR http://www.oieau.fr/?lang=en 
International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) 
CH http://www.iucn.org/ 
International Water Association (IWA) GB http://www.iwa-network.org/ 
Knowledge Transfer Network GB http://www.ktn-uk.co.uk/ 
Latvia Water and Waste Water Works 
Association  
LV http://www.lwwwwa.lv/ 
MEDCOAST TR http://www.medcoast.org.tr/ 
Mediterranean Information Office for 
Environment, Culture and Sustainable 
Development 
GR http://mio-ecsde.org/ 
MEditerranean Network of Basin 
Organisations (MENBO) 
ES http://www.remoc.org/ 
MedPartnership GR http://www.themedpartnership.org/ 
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Mimesis ES https://mimesisiniciativas.es/ 
MIO-ECSDE GR http://mio-ecsde.org/ 
National Inter-University Consortium for 
Physics of the Atmosphere and 
Hydrosphere (CINFAI) 
IT http://www.cinfai.it/new/english/ 
Ofwat GB https://www.ofwat.gov.uk/ 
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance 
CH http://www.ramsar.org/ 
Regional Environment Center (REC) HU http://www.rec.org/ 
RIONED NL http://www.riool.net/english/introduction 
Romanian Association for Environment 
(ASRM) 
RO http://www.asrm.ro/en/ 
Romanian Association of Hydrogeologists 
(AHR) 
RO http://www.ahgr.ro/en/about-rah.aspx 
Romanian Water Association (ARA) RO http://www.ara.ro/ 
Slovenian Water Pollution Control 
Association (SDZV) 
SI http://www.sdzv-drustvo.si/ 
The European Chemical Industry Council BE http://www.cefic.org/ 
Union des entreprises Wallones (UWE) BE http://www.uwe.be 
Waterwise GB http://www.waterwise.org.uk/ 
World Water Council (WWC) FR http://www.worldwatercouncil.org/ 
 
3.4. Research institute 
 
Aberdeen Centre for Environmental 
Sustainability (ACES) 
GB http://www.aces.ac.uk/ 
Agencia Estatal Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) 
ES http://www.csic.es/home 
Agenzia per la Promozione della Ricerca 
Europea 
IT http://www.apre.it/en 
Agricultural Research Institute (ARI) CY 
http://www.moa.gov.cy/moa/ari/ari.nsf/index_en/inde
x_en?OpenDocument 
Agriculture and Food Development 
Authority (Teagasc) 
IE http://www.teagasc.ie/ 
Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute (AFBI) GB www.afbini.gov.uk 
Agrifood Research and Technology Centre 
of Aragon (CITA) 
ES http://www.cita-aragon.es/ 






AIT Austrian Institute of Technology AT http://www.ait.ac.at/?L=1 




Aquapole BE http://www.aquapole.ulg.ac.be/?pg=0&lg=EN 
Aquaprogram s.r.l IT http://www.aquaprogram.it/ 
Arvalis FR http://www.arvalisinstitutduvegetal.fr/index.html 
Aves Belgique BE http://www.aves.be/ 
AZTI ES http://www.azti.es/ 
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Belgian Nuclear Research Centre (SCK-CEN) BE http://www.sckcen.be/en 





Bioforsk Norwegian Institute for 
Agricultural and Environmental Research 
NO http://www.bioforsk.no/ikbViewer/page/en/home 
BIO-GLS Technological Center ES 
http://centresderecerca.uab.cat/biogls/en/content/gro
up 
Bundesamt für Wasserwirtschaft AT http://www.baw.at/ 
Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et 
Minières (BRGM) 
FR http://www.brgm.eu/ 
CEIT-IK4 ES http://ceit.es/en/ 
Center for Advanced Studies, Research and 
Development in Sardinia (CRS4) 
IT http://www.crs4.it/ 
Center for Development Research (ZEF) DE http://www.zef.de/index.php?id=zefhome 
Center for Environmental Systems 
Research (CESR) 
DE http://www.usf.uni-kassel.de/cesr/ 
Center of Applied Research in 
Hydrometeorology (CRAHI) 
ES http://www.crahi.upc.edu/ 
Centre d’études et d’expertise sur les 
risques, l’environnement, la mobilité et 
l’aménagement (CEREMA) 
FR http://www.cerema.fr/en 
Centre de coopération internationale en 
recherche agronomique pour le 
développement (CIRAD) 
FR http://www.cirad.fr/en/home-page 
Centre for Cartography of Fauna and Flora 
(CKFF) 
SI http://www.ckff.si/?lang=en&pid=1&rid=0 
Centre for Ecological Research (MTA OK) HU http://okologia.mta.hu/en 
Centre for Freshwater and Environmental 
Studies (CFES) 
IE https://www.dkit.ie/cfes 
Centre for Research and Technology-Hellas 
(CERTH) 
GR http://www.certh.gr/root.en.aspx 
Centre for Water Resources Research 
(UCD-CWRR) 
IE http://www.ucd.ie/cwrr/ 
Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique (CNRS) 
FR http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php 
Centre Scientifique et Technique du 
Bâtiment (CSTB) 
FR http://www.cstb.fr/ 
Centro de Investigación Ecológica y 
Aplicaciones Forestales (CREAF) 
ES http://www.creaf.cat/en 
Centro di Ricerca sulle Acque 
dell’Università degli Studi di Pavia (CRA) 
IT http://www-3.unipv.it/cra/english.htm 
Centro Operativo e de Tecnologia de 
Regadio (COTR) 
PT http://www.cotr.pt/cotr/cotr_uk.asp 
Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et aux 
énergies alternatives 
FR http://www.cea.fr/english-portal 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - 
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences (CNR-
ISAC) 
IT http://www.isac.cnr.it/ 
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - Istituto 
di Ricerca per la Protezione Idrogeologica 
(CNR-IRPI) 
IT http://www.irpi.cnr.it/ 
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Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - Istituto 
di Ricerca Sulle Acque (CNR-IRSA) 
IT http://www.irsa.cnr.it/ShPage.php?lang=it&pag=home 
Construction Technology Applied Research 
Group (GITECO) 
ES http://www.giteco.unican.es/home.htm 
Corporación Tecnológica Tecnalia ES http://www.tecnalia.es/en/ 




Czech Center for Science and Society 
(CCSS) 
CZ http://www.ccss.cz/en 
Czech Geological Survey CZ http://www.geology.cz/extranet-eng 
Czech Hydrometeorological Survey (CHMI) CZ 
http://www.chmi.cz/portal/dt?portal_lang=en&menu=J
SPTabContainer/P5_0_O_nas&last=false 
Danish Centre for Environment and Energy 
(DCE) 
DK http://dce.au.dk/en/ 
Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) DK 
http://www.dmi.dk/en/about/profile/introduction-to-
dmi/ 
Danube Delta National Institute for 
Research and Development (DDNIRD) 
RO http://www.ddni.ro/index.php?page_id=84 
Deltares NL https://www.deltares.nl/en/ 
Department of Geodesy and Geodynamics 
of the Research Institute of Geodesy, 
Cartography and Topography (GOPE) 
CZ http://www.pecny.cz/ 




Deutsches Zentrum fuer Luft- und 




DOTSOFT SA GR http://www.dotsoft.gr/en 
Economic Research Institute, Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences (IKI-BAS) 
BG http://www.iki.bas.bg/en 
Edmund Mach Foundation (FEM) IT http://www.fmach.it/eng 
Environmental Change Institute (ECI) GB http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/ 
Environmental Change Research Unit 
(ECRU) 
FI http://www.helsinki.fi/bioscience/ecru/ 
Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate 
Change (CMCC) 
IT http://www.cmcc.it/ 
European Forest Institute (EFI) EU http://www.efi.int/portal/ 
Evolutionary Biology Centre (EBC) SE http://ebc.uu.se/?languageId=1 
Experimental Station of arid zones (EEZA) ES http://www.eeza.csic.es/en/default.aspx 
Finnish Environment Instute (SYKE) FI http://www.syke.fi/en-US 
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) FI http://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/research 
Flanders Hydraulic Research BE 
http://www.flandershydraulics.eu/index.php?page=ho
me&hl=en_US 
Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei (FEEM) IT http://www.feem.it/ 




Forschungszentrum Jülich GMBH DE www.fz-juelich.de/portal/EN/Home/home_node.html 
Foundation for Applied Information 
Technology in Environment, Agriculture 
RO http://www.tiamasg.com/tiamasg/index.html 
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and Global Changes (TIAMASG) 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft DE http://www.fraunhofer.de/en.html 
Fridtjof Nansen Institute (FNI) NO http://www.fni.no/ 
Fundació CTM Centre Tecnològic ES http://www.ctm.com.es/en/index.php 
Geological Survey of Denmark and 
Greenland (GEUS) 
DK http://www.geus.dk/geuspage-uk.htm 
Geological Survey of Norway, Groundwater 
section (NGU) 
NO http://www.ngu.no/en/topic/groundwater 





Goulandris Museum GR 
http://www.gnhm.gr/en/the-museum/research-
collections/ 
Hamburg Institute of International 
Economics (HWWI) 
DE http://www.hwwi.org/en/home.html 
Helmholtz Zentrum München GmbH DE http://www.helmholtz-muenchen.de/en/index.html 
Helmholtz-Zentrum für Umweltforschung 
(UFZ) 
DE http://www.ufz.de/index.php?en=11382 
Helmholtz-Zentrum Potsdam Deutsches 
GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ) 
DE http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/home/ 
HR Wallingford (HRW) GB http://www.hrwallingford.com/ 
Hull International Fisheries Institute (HIFI) GB 
http://www2.hull.ac.uk/science/biology/research/hifi.a
spx 
Hungarian Hydrological Forecasting Service 
(HHFS) 
HU http://www.hydroinfo.hu/en/index.html 




IMDEA-Water ES http://www.water.imdea.org/ 
Institut Català de Recerca de l'Aigua (ICRA) ES http://www.icra.cat/index.php?lang=3 
Institut de recherche pour le 
développement (IRD) 
FR https://en.ird.fr/ 
Institut des Sciences de la Terre (ISTerre) FR https://www.isterre.fr/isterre/ 
Institut f. Automation und Kommunikation 
(IFAK) 
DE http://www.ifak.eu/en 
Institut für Höhere Studien und 
wissenschaftliche Forschung (IHS) 
AT https://www.ihs.ac.at/ 
Institut für Umweltsystemforschung (USF) DE https://www.usf.uni-osnabrueck.de/startseite.html 
Institut National de l’Environnement 
Industriel et des Risques (INERIS) 
FR http://www.ineris.fr/en 
Institut National de l'Information 
Geographique et Forestière 
FR http://recherche.ign.fr/index.html 
Institut national de recherche en sciences 
et technologies pour l'environnement et 
l'agriculture (IRSTEA) 
FR http://www.irstea.fr/en/accueil 
Institute for Biological Research “Siniša 
Stanković” 
RS http://ibiss.bg.ac.rs/index.php?id=23&L=1 
Institute for Ecological Economy Research 
(IÖW) 
DE http://www.ioew.de/en/ 
Institute for Ecology of Industrial Areas 
(IETU) 
PL http://www.ietu.katowice.pl/eng/ 
Institute for Environmental and DE http://www.leuphana.de/en/institute/infu.html 
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Sustainability Communication (INFU) 
Institute for Environmental Studies (IVM) NL http://www.ivm.vu.nl/en/index.asp 
Institute for Forecasting of the Slovak 
Academy of Sciences (Prognostický ústav 
Slovenskej akadémie) 
SK http://www.prog.sav.sk/index.php?id=1&L=1 
Institute for Mediterranean Studies (IMS-
FORTH) 
GR http://www.forth.gr/index_main.php?c=25&l=e 
Institute for Soil Sciences and Agricultural 
Chemistry, Centre for Agricultural Research 
(MTA ATK TAKI) 
HU http://mta-taki.hu/en 
Institute for Structural Policy (IREAS) CZ http://www.ireas.cz/en/ 
Institute for Sustainable Development and 
International Relations (IDDRI) 
FR http://www.iddri.org/Iddri/ 
Institute for Water of the Republic of 
Slovenia (IzVRS) 
SI http://www.izvrs.si/?lang=en 
Institute of Accelerating Systems and 
Applications (IASA) 
GR http://www.iasa.gr/ 
Institute of Agrophysics, Polish Academy of 
Sciences (IAPAN) 
PL http://www.ipan.lublin.pl/# 
Institute of Biology, University of Latvia LV http://www.lubi.edu.lv/index2.php?lang=2 
Institute of Communications and 
Computer Systems (ICCS) 
GR http://www.iccs.gr/eng/ 
Institute of Environmental Protection - 
National Research Institute (IOŚ-PIB) 
PL http://www.ios.edu.pl/eng/welcome.html 
Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of 
Sciences (IGF PAN) 
PL http://www.igf.edu.pl/home.php 
Institute of Hydraulic Engineering and 




Institute of Hydrobiology (HBU - CAS) CZ http://www.hbu.cas.cz/ 
Institute of Hydrodynamics (IH-CAS) CZ http://www.ih.cas.cz/en/ 
Institute of Hydroengineering of Polish 
Academy of Sciences (IBW PAN) 
PL http://www.ibwpan.gda.pl/index.php/en/history/ 
Institute of Landscape Ecology (UKE) SK http://www.uke.sav.sk/index.php?lang=en 
Institute of Meteorology and Water 
Management - National Research Institute 
(IMGW-PIB) 
PL http://www.imgw.pl/index.php?lang=en 
Institute of Microbiology (MBÚ-CAS) CZ http://mbucas.cz/en/ 
Institute of Nature Conservation, Polish 
Academy of Sciences (IOP PAN) 
PL http://www.iop.krakow.pl/ 
Institute of Oceanology "Fridtjof Nansen", 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (IO-BAS) 
BG http://www.io-bas.bg/index_en.html 
Institute of Vertebrate Biology (IVB) CZ http://www.ivb.cz/index_en.html 
Instituto de Biologia Experimental e 
Tecnológica (iBET) 
PT http://www.ibet.pt/ 
Instituto de Ciencias de la Tierra Jaume 
Almera (ICTJA-CSIC) 
ES http://www.ictja.csic.es/ 
Instituto Geológico y Minero de España 
(IGME) 
ES http://www.igme.es/ 
Instituto Superior de Agronomia, The 
Centre for Applied Ecology (ISA-CEA) 
PT http://www.isa.utl.pt/ceabn/content/2/80/homepage 
International Centre for Integrated NL http://www.icis.unimaas.info/ 
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assessment and Sustainable development 
(ICIS) 
International Centre for Pesticides and 
Health Risk Prevention (ICPS) 
IT http://www.icps.it/ 
International Institute for Applied Systems 
Analysis (IIASA) 
AT http://www.iiasa.ac.at/ 





IRTA ES http://www.irta.cat/en-US/Pages/default.aspx 
Istituto Agronomico Mediterraneo di Bari IT 
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istituto_Agronomico_Medit
erraneo_di_Bari 
Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e 
Vulcanologia (INGV) 
IT http://www.ingv.it/en/ 
Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la 
Ricerca Ambientale (ISPRA) 
IT http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/en?set_language=en 
Italian National Agency for New 
Technologies, Energy and Sustainable 
Economic Development (ENEA) 
IT http://www.enea.it/en/home?set_language=en&cl=en 
James Hutton Institute GB http://www.hutton.ac.uk/ 
JOANNEUM RESEARCH 
Forschungsgesellschaft mbH (JR) 
AT http://www.joanneum.at/en.html 
Joint Research Centre (JRC) - European 
Commission 
BE https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/about 
Jožef Stefan Institute (IJS) SI http://www.ijs.si/ijsw/JSI 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) DE http://www.kit.edu/english/index.php 
KWR Watercycle Research Institute NL http://www.kwrwater.nl/ 
l’Institut national de la recherche 
agronomique (INRA) 
FR http://institut.inra.fr/en 
Laboratoire d'étude des Transferts en 
Hydrologie et Environnement (LTHE) 
FR http://www.lthe.fr/LTHE/ 
Laboratoire Evolution et Diversite 
Biologique 
FR http://www.edb.ups-tlse.fr/ 
Laboratoire HydroSciences Montpellier 
(HSM-CNRS/IRD) 
FR http://www.hydrosciences.org/spip.php?rubrique34 
Laboratório Nacional de Engenharia Civil 
(LNEC) 
PT http://www.lnec.pt/pt/ 
Laboratory of Hydrology, Lithuanian 
Energy Institute (LEI) 
LT http://www.lei.lt/main.php?m=267&k=9 
Laboratory of Microbial Ecology and 
Technology (LabMET) 
BE http://www.labmet.ugent.be/ 
Landesanstalt für Umwelt, Messungen und 




Latvian Environment, Geology and 
Meteorology Centre (LVĢMC) 
LV http://www.lvgmc.lv/en/ 
Latvian Institute of Aquatic Ecology (LHEI) LV http://www.lhei.lv/en/index.php 
Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape 
Research (ZALF) 
DE http://www.zalf.de/en/Pages/zalfaktuell.aspx 
Leibniz Institute of Ecological Urban and 
Regional Development (IOER) 
DE http://www.ioer.de/1/home/ 
Leibniz Institute of Plant Biochemistry (IPB) DE http://www.ipb-halle.de/en/ 
Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and DE http://www.igb-berlin.de/ 
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Inland Fisheries (IGB) 
Leichtweiß-Institute for Hydraulic 
Engineering and Water Resources 
DE https://www.tu-braunschweig.de/lwi/ 
Lithuanian Geological Survey (LGT) LT https://www.lgt.lt/index.php?lang=en 
Luxembourg Institute of Science and 
Technology (LIST) 
LU http://www.list.lu/ 
Management Unit of the North Sea 
Mathematical Models and the Scheldt 
estuary, Royal Belgian Institute of Natural 
Sciences (MUMM-RBINS) 
BE http://www.mumm.ac.be/EN/index.php 
Marine Institute IE http://www.marine.ie/Home/ 
MARUM Center for Marine Environmental 
Sciences 
DE http://www.marum.de/en/index.html 
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft DE http://www.mpg.de/en 
Mediterranean Center for Environmental 
Studies (CEAM) 
ES http://www.ceam.es/GVAceam/ceam_en/home.htm 







National Agricultural Research Foundation 
(NAGREF) 
GR http://www.nagref.gr/index_uk.htm 
National Institute for Meteorology and 
Hydrology 
RO http://www.meteoromania.ro/anm/?page_id=146 
National Institute for Research and 
Development in Environmental Protection 
(INCDPM) 
RO http://www.incdpm.ro/production/en/ 
National Institute for Research and 
Development of Isotopic and Molecular 
Technologies (INCDTIM) 
RO http://www.itim-cj.ro/en/index.php 
National Institute of Agricultural 
Economics (INEA) 
IT http://www.inea.it:8080/en/home 
National Institute of Biology (NIB) SI http://www.nib.si/eng/ 
National Institute of Chemistry Slovenia 
(KI) 
SI http://www.ki.si/index.php?id=117&L=1 
National Institute of Hydrology and Water 
Management (INHGA) 
RO http://www.inhga.ro/home 
National Institute of Meteorology and 
Hydrology (NIMH) - Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences 
BG http://www.meteo.bg/en 
National Observatory of Athens (NOA) GR http://www.noa.gr/index.php?lang=en 
National Research and Development 





National Research and Development 
Institute for Soil, Agrochemistry and 
Environment (ICPA) 
RO http://www.icpa.ro/ 
Natural Environment Research Council, 
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (NERC-
CEH) 
GB http://www.nerc.ac.uk/ 
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Natural History Museum - London GB http://www.nhm.ac.uk/ 
Natural History Museum, Belgrade 
(NHMBEO) 
RS http://www.nhmbeo.rs/home.195.html 
Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke) FI http://www.luke.fi/en/ 
Nature Research Centre, Lithuania LT http://www.gamtostyrimai.lt/en/ 
Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast 
Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek (TNO) 
NL https://www.tno.nl/en/ 
Netherlands Environmental Assessment 
Agency (PBL)  
NL http://www.pbl.nl/en 
Netherlands eScience Center (NLeSC) NL https://www.esciencecenter.nl/ 
Netherlands Institute of Ecology (NIOO-
KNAW) 
NL https://nioo.knaw.nl/en 
Netherlands National Institute for Public 
Health and the Environment (RIVM) 
NL http://www.rivm.nl/en/ 
Norsk institutt for vannforskning (NIVA) NO http://www.niva.no/en/om-niva 
Northern Research Institute (Norut) NO http://norut.no/en 
Norwegian Institute for Nature Research 
(NINA) 
NO http://www.nina.no/english/Home 
Norwegian Meteorological Institute (MET 
Norway) 
NO http://met.no/English/ 
Norwegian Water Resources and Energy 
Directorate (NVE) 
NO http://www.nve.no/en/ 
Nottingham Geospatial Institute (NGI) GB http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/ngi/index.aspx 
Oeko-Institut e.V. DE http://www.oeko.de/en/ 
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) CH http://www.psi.ch/ 
PCRaster NL http://pcraster.geo.uu.nl/ 
Plymouth Marine Laboratory (PML) GB http://www.pml.ac.uk/ 
Polish Geological Institute (PGI) PL http://www.pgi.gov.pl/en 
Portuguese Environment Agency (APA) PT http://www.apambiente.pt/index.php?ref=x178 
Portuguese Geographical Institute (IGP) PT http://www.igeo.pt/ 
Portuguese Sea and Atmosphere Institute, 
I. P. (IPMA, IP) 
PT https://www.ipma.pt/en/ 
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact 
Research (PIK) 
DE https://www.pik-potsdam.de/ 
Regional Activity Centre for Sustainable 
Consumption and Production (SCP/RAC) 
ES http://www.cprac.org/en 
Research Centre for Astronomy and Earth 
Sciences, Geographical Institute (MTA FKI) 
HU http://www.mtafki.hu/nyitolap_en.html 
Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico - RSE SpA IT http://www.rse-web.it/home.page?country=eng 
Rijkswaterstaat NL http://www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/ 
Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences 
(RBINS) 
BE https://www.naturalsciences.be/ 
Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute 
(KNMI) 
NL http://knmi.nl/index_en.html 
Ruđer Bošković Institute (RBI) HR http://www.irb.hr/eng 
Science and Technology Facilities Council 
(STFC) 
GB https://www.ukatc.stfc.ac.uk/home.aspx 
Scientific Research Centre of the Slovenian 
Academy of Sciences and Arts (ZRC SAZU) 
SI http://giam2.zrc-sazu.si/en/predstavitev 
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Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute 
(SHMU) 
SK http://www.shmu.sk/en/?page=1793 
SLU Institute of Freshwater Research SE 
http://www.slu.se/en/departments/aquatic-
resources/contact/ifr/ 
SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden SE http://www.sp.se/en/Sidor/default.aspx 
State Geological Institute of Dionýz Štúr 
(ŠGÚDŠ) 
SK http://www.geology.sk/new/en 
State Meteorological Agency (AEMET) ES http://www.aemet.es/en/ 
Stiftelsen SINTEF NO http://www.sintef.no/home/ 
Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI) SE http://www.sei-international.org/ 
Stuttgart Research Center for 
Interdisciplinary Risk and Innovation 
Studies (ZIRIUS) 
DE http://www.zirius.eu/index_e.htm 
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 
(SEPA) 
SE http://www.swedishepa.se/ 
Swedish Environmental Research Institute 
(IVL) 
SE http://www.ivl.se/english/startpage 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological 
Institute (SMHI) 
SE http://www.smhi.se/en/research 
Swedish Museum of Natural History (NRM) SE http://www.nrm.se/english.16_en.html 
Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow 
and Landscape Research (WSL ) 
CH http://www.wsl.ch/index_EN 
Swiss Federal Institute of Environmental 
Science and Technology (Eawag) 
CH http://www.eawag.ch/index_EN 
T. G. Masaryk Water Research Institute 
(VÚV-TGM) 
CZ http://www.vuv.cz/index.php/en/ 
Technical Research Centre of Finland Ltd 
(VTT) 
FI http://www.vttresearch.com/ 
Tecnologias Avanzadas Inspiralia (ITAV) ES http://www.inspiralia.com/ 
The Arctic Centre FI http://www.arcticcentre.org/EN/ABOUT-US 
The Cyprus Institute (CyI) CY http://www.cyi.ac.cy/ 
Tour du Valat FR http://www.tourduvalat.org/en 
Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute of 





Vlaamse Instelling voor Technologisch 
Onderzoek (VITO) 
BE https://vito.be/en 
Výskumný ústav geodézie a kartografie v 
Bratislave (VUGK) 
SK http://www.vugk.sk/ 
Walloon Agricultural Research Centre 
(CRA-W) 
BE http://www.cra.wallonie.be/ 
Water Research Institute - Aleksandras 
Stulginskis University 
LT http://www.asu.lt/vz/vti/en/32637 
Water Research Institute (VÚVH) SK http://www.vuvh.sk/index.php/en_US/uvod 
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3.5. Remaining (mainly governmental institutions and NGOs) 
 
A.I.G.O. srl IT http://aigosrl.it/organchi-siamo/ 
Acque del Chiampo s.p.a. IT http://www.acquedelchiampospa.it/index.html 
ADEME FR http://www.ademe.fr/ 
Alto Calore Servizi SpA IT http://www.altocalore.eu/index.aspx 
AmbioTEK CIC GB https://sites.google.com/site/ambiotekciccom/ 
Antiga S.p.a IT http://www.antigaspa.it/ 
Application Europeenne de Technologies 
et de Services (AETS) 
FR http://www.aets-consultants.com/en/ 
Aset S.p.A. IT http://www.asetservizi.it/ 
Autorità di bacino del Fiume Tevere IT http://www.abtevere.it/ 
Azienda Cuneese Dell’Acqua S.p.A. (ACDA) IT http://www.acda.it/index.html 
Catalan Water Agency (ACA) ES http://aca-web.gencat.cat/aca/appmanager/aca/aca/ 
Danish Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) 
DK http://eng.mst.dk/ 




Environment Agency (EA) GB 
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/enviro
nment-agency 
Etra S.p.A. IT http://www.etraspa.it/ 
European Environment Agency (EEA) DK http://www.eea.europa.eu/ 
Executive Environment Agency (ExEA) BG http://eea.government.bg/en 
Flemish Environment Agency (VMM) BE http://en.vmm.be/ 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO) 
IT http://www.fao.org/about/en/ 
Global Biodiversity Information Facility 
(GBIF) 
DK http://www.gbif.org/ 
Government Service for Land and Water 
Management (DLG) 
NL http://www.dienstlandelijkgebied.nl/en 
Gruppo Amag IT http://www.gruppoamag.it/index.asp 
Hessisches Landesamt für Umwelt und 
Geologie (HLUG) 
DE http://www.hlug.de/service/english.html 
Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya (ICG) ES http://www.icc.cat/eng/Home-ICC/Inici/Inici 
Institute for European Environmental 
Policy (IEEP) 
GB http://www.ieep.org.uk/ 
Institute of Geodesy, Cartography and 
Remote Sensing (FÖMI) 
HU http://www.fomi.hu/portal_en/ 
Italian Centre for River Restoration (CIRF) IT 
http://www.cirf.org/english/menu1/cirf/sottopagina.ht
ml 
Malta Resources Authority MT http://mra.org.mt/ 
Ministry of Regional Development and 
Public Works (MRRB)  
BG http://www.mrrb.government.bg/en/ 
National Administration Romanian Waters 
(ANAR) 
RO http://www.rowater.ro/sites/en/default.aspx 
National Agency for Rural Development 
(ACSA) 
MD http://www.acsa.md/homepage.php?l=en 
Natural England GB https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/natura
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Natural Resources Wales GB http://naturalresources.wales/?lang=en 
Office national de l'eau et des milieux 
aquatiques (ONEMA) 
FR http://www.onema.fr/IMG/EV/index.html 
Rhone-Mediterranean and Corsica Water 
Agency (EAURMC) 
FR http://www.eaurmc.fr/index.php?version-anglaise 
River Restoration Centre (RRC) GB http://www.therrc.co.uk/index.php 
Ruhrverband DE http://www.ruhrverband.de/en/ueber-uns/ 
Scotland and Northern Ireland Forum for 
Environmental Research (Sniffer) 
GB http://www.sniffer.org.uk/ 
Slovenian Environment Agency (ARSO) SI http://www.arso.gov.si/en/ 
Umweltbundesamt (UBA) DE https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/en 
Umweltbundesamt GMBH AT http://www.umweltbundesamt.at/en/ 
United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP) 
KE http://www.unep.org/ 
Wasserverband Eifel-Rur (WVER) DE http://www.wver.de/ 
Westcountry Rivers Trust (WRT) GB http://wrt.org.uk/ 
Wetlands International NL http://www.wetlands.org/ 
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4. Recommendations for implementation into the Marketplace 
This section provides some brief recommendations for the implementation of this company 
database into the WaterInnEU Marketplace. 
 
First, the Marketplace should provide an option to add additional companies. A proper 
classification of the company should then always be provided, as well as relevant keywords and 
the project website. On the other hand, companies that are not of interest or are discontinued 
should be filtered out of the database. In order to do so, we suggest a quality control system as 
also proposed for the project database (Deliverable 2.1). This way, the feedback received can aid 
in keeping the database clear and comprehensive. 
 
Second, we think it is good to maintain the links between the companies and the European 
projects in which they were involved in the public version of the Marketplace. Although this 
demands extra maintenance work for newly added projects and companies, it provides an added 
service for the end-user, who can then see: 
 which projects the companies were involved in and which solutions resulted from these 
projects; 
 which companies were involved in projects that provided a solution of their interest. 
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 Database_v7.xlsx: spreadsheet with information about the identified companies, 
shown in Figure 1, and how they are linked to the identified European projects. 
Access: http://www.waterinneu.org/deliverables/Database_v7.xlsx 
 
This spreadsheet represents the current state of the project and company identification. 




Figure 1: View of the first records of the company list in database_v7.xlsx 
 
 
Figure 2: ID numbers link the companies to the projects listed in database_v7.xlsx (purple 
column) 
 
